EVgo and Virginia: a Win, Win in Fast Charging

EVgo is America's Largest Public Fast Charging Network. EVgo's fast chargers deliver convenient, fast charges to EV drivers on the go. Our network allows EV drivers to travel further while providing exemplary service by maintaining and operating its charging stations. EVgo offers an app for EV drivers to easily start a charge, locate a charger or check their charging history.

- Owns and operates 31% of the nation's public fast charging stations
- Deliver up to 90 miles of range in 30 minutes
- More than 1,100 fast chargers in 34 states and growing
- Works with all battery electric vehicles (BEV) that accept a fast charge
- More than 76 million all electric miles in 2018
- #1 in Reliability

- $14M budget to fund 80-100 sites each with 2-4 fast chargers (some with high power chargers)
- Charger deployment into priority geographic areas, including fast chargers, super-fast chargers, and destination chargers
- EVgo Service Center to be opened in Virginia
- Large budget allocation set aside for companies certified under Virginia's Small Business and Supplier Diversity Program
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